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Innovative solutions for a safer future

Worldwide
installations
We offer solutions and services right across the
globe; and are proud to have customers within
the North American continent, through Africa,
the Middle East, Europe and into Asia, Australia
and New Zealand.
We work with our international partners and
customers on projects from the design stage
right through to installation and commissioning.
Our field applications team are mobile and can
assist with training and ongoing project based
support, both on site and remotely.

HighwayGuard™

MASH 16 TL-3 & TL-4
WORKZONE BARRIER
HighwayGuard™ is the latest in innovative, portable
workzone barrier technology. Developed with
usability, efficiency and simplicity at its forefront.
All you need with HighwayGuard™ is one section of
barrier and one T-connector - the simplest workzone
barrier system available.
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• Low transportation costs
• 20+ years useable
lifespan
• Narrow footprint
• Two-part system of
unique T-connector
and barrier for rapid
connection and
disconnection

Innovative solutions for a safer future

 single truck, trailer mounted crane or
A
excavator and crew can connect sections
in less than 30 seconds, saving time and
manpower.

Features & Benefits

Symmetrical barrier sections with universal
T-connector allows any section to connect
to another, in either direction, significantly
lowering installation time, operational costs
and reducing inventory.

• Narrow footprint - 21.26 inch base
with trafficable foot for exceptional
space saving

Installing optional wheel sets gives you the
operational flexibility to create multiple
openings that can be opened and closed by
hand in minutes.

• Low transportation costs
• 20+ years useable lifespan

Supply & Installation
• Patented T-connector and symmetrical
barrier for rapid connection and
disconnection
• Integrated anchoring and limited
componentry

Standards, Testing
& Performance
• MASH 16 TL-3 and TL-4 compliant
• Tested with connection to BG800
portable steel barrier
• Standard or Lowest Deflection Systems
available

Technical specification
9 13⁄16” (0.25m)

31 1⁄2” (0.80m)

Module Length: 19.68 ft (6.00m)
Module Weight: 1217lb (552kg)
T-Connector: 95lb (43kg)
System Weight: 62lb/ft (99kg/m)

211⁄4“ (0.54m)

Technical Specification
Module Length: 19.68 ft (6.00m)
Module Weight: 1217lb (552kg)
T-Connector: 95lb (43kg)
System Weight: 62lb/ft (99kg/m)

Innovative solutions for a safer future
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BG800 Portable Steel Barrier

BG800 portable steel
barrier is designed to
protect both motorists
and construction workers.
Rigorously tested to meet the highest demands
throughout the world, BG800 has achieved the
HIGHEST PERFORMANCE levels.
BG800’s unique stepped profile has proven to reduce
damage to both vehicle and barrier during impact,
minimising the need for repair or replacement.
During impact, BG800 provides an extremely shallow
exit angle for the vehicle, minimising the risk of
secondary accidents.
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• Tested to MASH TL-3,
NCHRP 350 TL-3 & TL-4
and EN1317-2 N2 & H2.
• Unique stepped profile
with narrow footprint only 540mm.
• Lightweight and quick
install - 90kgs per metre,
300m per hour.
• 6m & 12m section available
- up to 216m transported
on a single truck.

Innovative solutions for a safer future

BG800’s galvanised steel structure offers
an expected LIFE CYCLE OF 25 YEARS and
with its exceptional durability, the need for
replacement through handling or impact
damage, unlike similar portable barriers, is
greatly reduced.
At only 90kg per metre and with 6 or 12m
modules available, up to 216m can be
loaded on a truck bed, providing HIGH
SAVINGS in transportation when compared
with similar concrete or steel systems.

BG800 Permanent
For use on structures or as a high
performance median barrier. As a lightweight
system, it is ideal for use on structures with
weight limits, such as bridges. Compared
to guardrail or parapets, it is more durable
and is able to withstand multiple impacts,
without the need for replacement.
Use as a “quick to install” solution to protect
bridge parapet or guardrail impact sites.
Reinstating safety as a priority.

BG800 Wheeled
Optional wheeled sections allow for
longitudinal or lateral movement of
the barrier to accommodate work zone
requirements. Ideal for repetitive regular
maintenance operations where barrier
lengths of 200-500m can be moved
short distances.

Features & Benefits
• EASILY INSTALLED Unique connector
design allows installation of up to 300
metres of barrier per hour. Greater
lengths of barrier can be installed quickly,
getting the works started sooner and the
road open to the public faster. Quicker
to install than concrete barrier – longer
unit lengths of 6m and 12m require less
joining and are safer to handle.
• VERSATILE Available in 6 and 12 metre
section lengths with special angle sections
for tight radii. Assuring protection even
around junctions and roundabouts.
• EASILY ACCESSED Emergency access gate
system available. Giving access to work
crews or emergency services within longer
work zones.
• DURABLE Proven to withstand multiple
design impacts without need for major
repair or replacement. Assuring better
return on your investment while providing
the highest safety standards.

Specification
• Optional radius sections, fence panels,
wheeled and gate sections.
• Male and female connection system for
quick installation.
• Available in 6 or 12 metre sections.
• Lightweight at 90kgs per metre.
• Compliant high containment system to
MASH TL-3 and NCHRP 350 TL-3 & TL-4.
• EN1317-2 N2 & H2 containment Levels
with a W2 low working width.
• Compliant security system to PAS 68:2010.

Technical Specification
Length: 6m|12m
Height: 800mm|920mm
Width: 540mm
Weight: 90kg per metre

Innovative solutions for a safer future
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BG800 Gate

NCHRP 350 TL-3 OR
EN1317-2 H2 SAFETY GATE

• Available in standard sizes
from 6m to 36m gates
using modular units.

BG800 Gate is a ‘safety barrier gate’ compliant to
NCHRP350 TL-3 and EN1317-2 testing standards and
is a derivative of the high performance workzone
steel safety barrier and integratable with it, concrete
barrier or steel guardrail.

• Custom gates up to 50m
- providing designer and
user flexibility.

Protect and maintain emergency access points with
a trusted barrier system.
BG800 Gate workzone steel safety barrier is a
derivative of the high performance system offering
N2 Containment with a Working Width of W5. The
system is also approved for H2 applications. The
addition of a ’T’ top meets NCHRP 350 Specifications.
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• Can be opened in 2.5
minutes - no power tools
required.
• Pin or anchor options permanent or temporary
application.

Innovative solutions for a safer future

The gate is made up from ‘gateposts’, gate
hinge, full height terminal and intermediate
units. The ‘gatepost’ is anchored,
independent anchoring means no loads are
passed to the connected barrier systems.
The minimum gate size is 6m and can be
increased using 6m modules up to 36m in
standard sizes.
Opening the gate is simple and rapid. Both
gate pins are removed at the opening end,
and one at the hinging end.
The wheel sets are deployed with a 24mm
socket drive located through holes in the
barrier top. When barrier feet are clear
of the road surface the gate can be easily
pushed in the desired direction.
Removing all four pins allows the gate
section to be removed completely. Closing
the gate is the reverse of opening, no special
tools or lifting equipment are required.
The BG800 Gate is from a range of
permanent and temporary barrier solutions
from Highway Care.

Features & Benefits
• Connections available to concrete
or guardrail systems with bespoke
options available - seamlessly integrate
barrier systems.
• Can be used within Highway Care’s
workzone steel safety barrier family
to create a workzone access increasing flexibility.
• Multiple opening arrangements - open
at either end or remove completely to
increase access and direct traffic flow.
• Fully galvanised to EN1461 - ensuring
a long service life of 25 years.
• Durable HDPE castor wheels - allowing
multi directions movement and ease
of operation with minimal service
requirements.
• Modular 6 metre units provide varying
opening lengths from 6 - 36m. Providing
flexible design options.
• Durable - proven to operate after
typical impact.
• Low maintenance.
• Rapid opening - less than 2.5 minutes.
• For 2 operatives.

Specification
• Fully Galvanised to EN1461.
• Durable HDPE Castor Wheels.
• Multiple opening arrangements.
• Connections available to concrete or
guardrail systems.
• Available in standard sizes from 6m to
36m in 6m modular units.

Technical Specification
Gate length: 6m-36m
Height: 800|915mm
Width at base: 540mm
Width at top: 240|474mm
Weight per metre: 135kg

Innovative solutions for a safer future

• Can be utilised as part of a run of work
zone barrier to provide temporary
access points.
• NCHRP 350 TL-3 compliant with a
maximum deflection of 1.1m.
• EN1317-2 H2 compliant with a maximum
deflection of N2 W5 or H2 W6.
• Up to 50m bespoke gate option.
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Ezy-Guard™

NCHRP 350 TL-3 / TL-4
& MASH TL-3 SAFETY
BARRIER
Ezy-GuardTM guardrail crash barrier imposes lower
forces to an impacting vehicle than traditional
guardrail crash barriers. As the barrier deflects, the
vehicle impact energy is dissipated in a way that
reduces occupant risk.
The lightweight, ductile Z-posts and clever sliding
carriage allow the W-beam to effectively detach
and provide a forgiving impact, reducing ride-down
deceleration forces and minimising vehicle damage.

• 200mm width is
significantly narrower than
traditional guardrails.
• Fully compliant to MASH TL-3
& NCHRP-350 TL-3/TL-4.
• Containment testing
relevant to typical middle
eastern vehicles.
• Rapid installation - less
components & z- post
embedment depth 873mm.

Using up to 40% less steel than conventional steel
guardrail barriers, Ezy-GuardTM is designed to provide
stable vehicle containment and re-direction.
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The Z-post profile shields post edges
from vulnerable road users and provides
sectional strength when driving through
difficult ground conditions.
The EZY-CarriageTM is used to secure the
W-beam rails to the Z-posts and eliminate
the requirement for blocking pieces and rail
stiffening plates that cause injury’s due to
debris scatter.
Because the EZY-CarriageTM slides on the
Z- post, the W-beam stays correctly engaged
with any impacting vehicles, containing
larger vehicles like SUV’s.
The supporting Z-posts have smooth,
rounded post edges and corners. In
addition, the revolutionary design of
Ezy-GuardTM shields the top of the support
Z- posts by positioning the top of the
rail above the posts. This eliminates a
dangerous snag point and is a significant
safety benefit compared to existing safety
barrier designs.
This system is tested against the new
American MASH Specification, which is more
applicable for larger vehicles likely to be
found within the Middle East.

Features & Benefits
• Uses 40% less steel than conventional
steel guardrail barriers, improving
material and freighting costs as well as
manual handling risk.
• Fewer components make the system
faster to install and allows a reduced
maintenance inventory.
• The best ASI rating (A) - as a passenger,
you are less likely to suffer injury due to a
softer impact.
• Tested against the American MASH
Specification, the testing is more
applicable for the larger SUV vehicles
found outside of Europe. European testing
does not give you this reassurance.
• Clever system design allows the W-beam
to operate and stay consistently engaged
with the impacting vehicle. The SUV is less
likely to ride over the barrier.
• The EZY-CarriageTM eliminates the
traditional use of large blocking pieces
and rail stiffener plates that could
potentially cause injury due to debris
scatter post collision.
• Fully compliant to MASH TL-3 & NCHRP 350
TL-4, giving the designer the confidence to
use the barrier and reduce risk.

Specification
• No blockout or backing piece is required
between guardrail panel and steel post.
• Tested to MASH TL-3 and NCHRP350 TL-4.
• MASH TL-3 Deflection is 1.65m.
• NCHRP 350 TL-4 Deflection is 1.53m.

Technical Specification
Post Length: 1650mm
Post Mass: 12.5kg
System Mass: 18.6kg per metre
Post Spacing: 2000mm
System Width: 200mm

• All components are hot dip galvanized to
EN1461.
• Length of Need (LoN) is contained in the
terminal ends, barrier in between is fully
re-directive.
• LoN = 34.5m at 100Kph.
• LoN = 29.2m at 70Kph.

Rail height above ground: 787mm
Z-post height above ground: 777mm

Innovative solutions for a safer future
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Ezy-Guard™ High Containment

MASH TL-3 & TL-4
SAFETY BARRIER

• 245mm width is
significantly narrower than
traditional guardrails.

Ezy-GuardTM High Containment guardrail barrier,
crash tested up to MASH TL-4, imposes lower forces
to an impacting vehicle than traditional guardrails.
As the barrier deflects, the vehicle impact energy is
dissipated in a way that reduces occupant risk.

• Fully compliant to MASH
TL-4, 10,000kg rigid truck,
90km/h and 15°.

The lightweight, ductile Z-posts and clever sliding EzyHC-CarriageTM allow the Thri-beam to effectively detach
and provide a forgiving impact, reducing ride-down
deceleration forces and minimising vehicle damage.
Ezy-Guard HCTM is crash tested to the highest
performance standard, MASH TL-4 and demonstrates
the systems ability to contain and redirect a 10,000kg
truck which is 2000kg heavier and 58% more energy
than the NCHRP-350 TL-4 truck.
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• Containment testing
relevant to typical middle
eastern vehicles.
• Rapid installation - less
components & z-post
embedment depth
1030mm.
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The Z-post profile shields post edges
from vulnerable road users and provides
sectional strength when driving through
difficult ground conditions.
The Ezy-HC-Carriage is used to secure the
Thri-beam rails to the Z-posts and eliminate
the requirement for blocking pieces and rail
stiffening plates that cause injury due to
debris scatter.
The EZY-Guard HCTM Thri-beam stays
constantly engaged with any impacting
vehicles, showing excellent containment
from cars through to trucks. The supporting
Z-posts have smooth, rounded post edges
and corners.
In addition, the revolutionary design of EzyGuard HCTM shields the top of the Z-posts
by positioning the top of the rail above the
posts. This eliminates a dangerous snag
point and is a significant safety benefit
compared to existing safety barrier designs.
This system is tested against the new
American MASH Specification, which is more
applicable for larger vehicles likely to be
found in the Middle East.

Features & Benefits
• Uses less steel than conventional steel
guardrail barriers, improving material
and freighting costs as well as manual
handling risk.
• Fewer components make the system
faster to install and allows a reduced
maintenance inventory.
• The best ASI rating (A), even when
impacted by a car - If you were to collide
as a passenger, you are less likely to suffer
injury due to a softer impact.
• Tested against the American MASH
Specification, the testing is more
applicable for the larger vehicle fleet
within the Middle East. European testing
does not give you this reassurance.
• Clever system design allows the Thri-beam
to operate and stay consistently engaged
with the impacting vehicle. The Rigid Truck
is well contained and shows little roll. Car
and Pick-up are equally well contained.
• EZY-HC-CarriageTM eliminates the
traditional use of large blocking pieces
and rail stiffener plates that could
potentially cause injury due to debris
scatter post collision.
• Fully compliant to MASH TL-3 & MASH
TL-4, giving the designer the confidence to
use the barrier and reduce risk.

Specification
• No blockout or backing piece is required
between guardrail panel and steel post.
• Tested to MASH TL-3 & TL-4.
• MASH TL-4 Deflection is 1.77m.

Technical Specification
Post length: 2000mm
Post mass: 19.5kg
System mass: 28.8kg per metre

• MASH TL-3 Deflection is 1.16m.
• All components are hot dip galvanized to
EN1461.
• Rounded Z-post edges.

System width: 245mm

• Length of Need (LoN) is contained in the
terminal ends, barrier in between is fully
re-directive.

Rail height above ground: 980mm

• MASH TL-3 LoN is 20m.

Z-post height above ground: 970mm

• MASH TL-4 LoN is 26m.

Post spacing: 2000mm

Innovative solutions for a safer future
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ArmorWire™

NCHRP 350 & EN1317
CABLE BARRIER

• The lowest part count,
easiest installation &
after-impact repair.

ArmorWireTM TL-4 & TL-3 is a high tension cable
barrier consisting of unique ‘oval’ shaped steel posts.

• Low vehicle deflection
system — NCHRP 350
& EN 1317-2.

Slots within the posts house the 4 or 3 barrier cables
at the required height and each post has a socketed
concrete footing. The system allows an impacting
vehicle to be re-directed in a safe and predictable
manner under the NCHRP 350 test conditions.
The ArmorWireTM TL-4 and TL-3 cable barrier has
been designed, tested and accepted to NCHRP 350
longitudinal cable barrier criteria.
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• Minimal build-up in snow
or sand environments.
• Quickly installed with low
maintenance required.

Innovative solutions for a safer future

ArmorWireTM is proven to safely re-direct:
small cars, pick-ups and single unit trucks
from impact angles of up to 25°, and
speeds of up to 100kph. Irrespective of
the vehicles size, no deformation was
found when assessing passenger cabins
post- impact. Notably, all testing observed
safe and predictable trajectories; reducing
the risk of secondary collisions. Measured
deflections show ArmorWireTM to be a top
performing system.
Designed to firmly secure the cable within
the laser cut slots of the distinctive line oval
posts, the ArmorWireTM system is renowned
on the market for requiring the fewest
component parts — with just one post cap
completing an installation.
The benefit of this being threefold: ensuring
reliability, simpler installation and repairs
with assured future performance and less
required inventory.
ArmorWireTM is the easiest system of its
kind to install and repair. Without the
need for additional parts or stiffening
plates, installation time is reduced —
yielding further savings, whilst promptly
re-establishing safety on the roads.

Features & Benefits
• Most user-friendly cable barrier in
the market with minimal components
(socket, post, post cap and cable) - easiest
installation & after-impact repair.
• Tested and approved to NCHRP 350 TL-3,
TL-4 and EN 1317-2 - ensuring known
design performance to reduce risk.
• 3 and 4 cable options available achieves
TL-3 and TL-4 approval - no need for
multiple system designs.
• Post spacing from 3.0m to 6.0m
centers subject to cost vs. performance
requirements - economical installation.
• Available with NCHRP 350 TL-3 tested and
approved terminal end without snagging
vaulting or ramping issues - preventing
dangerous vehicle behaviour.
• Socketed system for ease and speed of
repair after impact.
• Demonstrable reduction in sand buildup - keeping roads safer and reducing
maintenance effort and cost.
• High-tension system provides exceptionally
low deflection and safe test ASI rating (A).
Assuring Safety in a tighter margin.
• Oval line post design offers higher
protection to vulnerable users with no
sharp edges to cause injury.

Specification
• All posts are hot-dip galvanised to EN1461
(Powder coated is optional) Cable -19mm
3x7 strand, pre-stretched by 35%.
• Typical line post footings are 300øx
750mm (0.05m3).
• Concrete is 25mpa minimum strength.

Technical Specification
Max height: 872mm
Post width: 97mm
Cable heights (3 cable):
530|650|770mm
Cable heights:
(4 cable) 530|650|770|790mm

Innovative solutions for a safer future

• Length of Need is 8m (Terminal end to
LoN) Selection of line post and terminal
foundation options to suit ground condition.
• FHWA Acceptance to NCHRP 350 TL-3
& TL-4 Up to 5000m run length.
• Up to 5000m run length.
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RAPTOR™

NCHRP 350 TL-1
BI-DIRECTIONAL CRASH
CUSHION
RAPTORTM is a safety device aimed at reducing the
severity of errant vehicle impacts with utility poles,
trees or other single point hazards.
RAPTORTM significantly reduces the severity of vehicle
impacts while offering exceptional vehicle control.
Meets NCHRP 350 TL-1 (2000kg pickup, 50kph headon) criteria for non-redirective crash cushions.
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• Cost effective protection
for single point hazards.
• No debris scatter
during impact.
• Meets NCHRP 350 TL-1
(2,000kg pick- up, 50kph
head-on and offset
impact).
• Easily installed requiring
minimal maintenance.

Innovative solutions for a safer future

A utility pole (or a tree) offers no energy
absorption during a head on impact;
consequently the occupants and vehicle will
absorb all the impact energy being released
from a vehicle decelerating to a halt in a
fraction of a second.
The consequences are quite obvious.
Approximately 30% of the run-off-road
fatalities involve severe impacts with hard
objects such as poles and trees. The cost of
removing these hazards can be prohibitive as
it may involve re-layout of the road itself; as
a consequence these hazards are often left
unattended until a serious accident occurs.
The RAPTORTM non-redirective crash cushion
is a safety device purposely aimed to reduce
the impact severity of errant vehicles with
single point hazards.
Its exceptional vehicular control and energy
absorbing capabilities during end- on
impacts makes the RAPTORTM roadway
safety product an ideal solution for utility
pole or tree protection.
Due to its simplistic design, installation and
repairs can be done in under 30 minutes,
promptly re-establishing roadway safety.

Features & Benefits
• Exceptional vehicular control and energy
absorbing capabilities during end-on and
offset impacts makes the RAPTORTM an
ideal solution for poles, trees or other
single point hazards, meeting NCHRP 350
test criteria (TL-1). Demonstrable benefits
at higher speeds.
• RAPTOR’STM compact size makes it suitable
for reducing the risk created by a hazard
where there is not enough space for other
solutions. Bi-directional protection.
• Easy installation in under 30 minutes with
two sizes available to comfortably fit a
range of widths. Quickly reducing risk and
establishing safety.
• After a collision, the non impacted side
can still be re-used; keeping maintenance
costs and inventory levels down. The
damaged pieces are fully recyclable.
• The RAPTORTM is UV stabilised and it
typically requires zero maintenance with
an expected life span of 25 years. Suitable
for the harsh Middle Eastern environment
and providing safety on a budget.
• The RAPTOR’STM smooth surface and
geometry is suitable for vulnerable road
users. Keeping Pedestrians and cyclists
safer in towns and cities.
• No foundation or securing is required to
install the RAPTORTM - keeping installation
times and costs down.

Specification
• Shells and cartridges - stabilised PE (UV8).
• Fully galvanised steel connector and fixings.

Technical Specification
Overall Length: 2460mm | 2760mm
Height: 1050mm
Width: 1150mm
Weight (per shell): 110kg
Weight (per packet): 12kg
Void size width: 590mm
Void size length: 300mm|600mm
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• Available in a range of colours, typically
black or yellow.
• Fire and vandal resistant.
• Two sizes available to suit hazard diameter.
• No Foundation required.
• 300-600mm void widths available.
• Meets NCHRP 350 TL-1 2000kg pickup,
50kph head-on) criteria for on-redirective
crash cushions.
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Field Applications Team

Stirling
Grantham
Ledbury
Sittingbourne

The Highway Care field applications team
have a vast array of experience working
on international projects, supporting our
wide range of products.
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From remote assistance and on-site
training, to layout drawings and reports,
customer support is a the forefront of
our company mission.
For Highway Care, technical support
doesn’t end at the point of sale as we
endeavour to establish strong, longlasting relationships with our customers
to help with the planning and execution
of your current and future projects.

Innovative solutions for a safer future
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Head Office
Denne Court, Hengist Field,
Oad Street, Borden,
Sittingbourne, Kent
ME9 8FH
T: +44 (0)344 840 0088
W: highwaycare.com

South Depot
Detling Hill, The Highlands,
Maidstone, Kent
ME14 3HT
West Midlands Depot
Callow Hill Business Park,
Hereford Road, Herefordshire
HR8 2PZ
East Midlands Depot
Honey Pot Lane, Colsterworth,
Grantham, Lincolnshire
NG33 5LZ
Scotland Depot
Bandeath Industrial Estate,
Throsk, Stirling
FK7 7NP

